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WRITING A RESEARCH PAPER?

Who put the peers in peer-reviewed articles? Aren't sure how to cite a YouTube video in MLA? What the heck is a hanging indent and why does your professor want one? Find the answers to all your research questions by making an appointment to meet with a librarian!

THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE
Did UFOs really visit Roswell? Are cats and dogs forming an **alliance against us**? Who is the **shadowy mastermind** behind all this? Learn the truth (and how to evaluate information) by visiting our *Conspiracy* display.

---

**AMERICAN MONSTERS: A HISTORY OF MONSTER LORE, LEGENDS, AND SIGHTINGS IN AMERICA**

[Check it out here](#)

**THE UNITED STATES OF PARANOIA: A CONSPIRACY THEORY**

[Check it out here](#)

**UFO INVESTIGATIONS MANUAL: UFO INVESTIGATIONS FROM 1892 TO THE PRESENT DAY**

[Check it out here](#)

---

**ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE RESEARCH GUIDE**

Need academic information on alternative medicines? Check out the [research guide](#) created by librarian Chris Burns!
SPOTLIGHT ON CQ RESEARCHER

Doing a research project on a current event or controversial issues? Check out CQ Researcher for in-depth reports, statistics, pro and con arguments, and much more! CQ Researcher started as a quarterly publication for legislatures and their staff to get information on current topics (CQ stands for Congressional Quarterly). To see what a report can offer, check out this one about vaccines.

**Most Adults See Vaccinations as Important Safeguard**

More than nine in 10 U.S. adults agree that vaccines are important to fight diseases from abroad and that families unable to afford vaccines for their children should not have to pay for them. One-fifth believe that because most children get vaccinated, parents should be free to decide whether to vaccinate their own children. Yet 35 percent agree that vaccinations should be required of teachers and other school personnel, and 72 percent say non-vaccinated students should not be permitted to attend school.

**Percentage of U.S. Adults Who Agree or Disagree That Vaccinations . . .**
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Plenty has changed since Cañada College opened in 1968, but this campus map from the Library’s archives probably looks familiar. The round circle in the middle, where the quad currently is located, represents an outdoor amphitheater. The dotted rectangular outlines show plans for a second academic building and an automotive technology center that were still in the planning stages on opening day, September 7, 1968. The college anticipated about 2,000 students enrolling the first year; 48 years later, over 7,000 students are enrolled in Cañada!